
Year Piece 
Number & 

Name 

Learning Intentions 
‘Pupils will be able to…’

Content Safeguarding

1 Piece 1
Life Cycles

start to understand the life 
cycles of animals and humans
understand that changes 
happen as we grow and that 
this is OK

Connect us - Paired activity: changes from baby to adult
Open my mind - whole class sing ‘Changing as I grow’
Show me or Tell me - Whole class BBC Learning Clip: 9463 Frogs, discussion how did the frogs spawn 
turn into the frog (in what order)? Teacher led discussion using photographs showing similar growth 
stages for humans. 
Let me learn - Paired activity - Life cycles, sorting the life cycle cards into the right order
Help me reflect - Draw and write individual activity - ‘me now and what I want to be when I grow up’. 

Neglect

1 Piece 3
My Changing 
Body

know how my body has changed 
since I was a baby 
understand that growing up 
is natural and that everybody 
grows at different rates

Open my mind - whole class sing ‘Changing as I grow’
Show me or Tell me - baby photo session. Distinguish between changes: body, appearance, abilities, 
Let me learn -  individual activity, writing about how you have changed since you were a baby / little
Help me reflect - individual draw and write activity: ‘I am pleased I am getting older because…’

Neglect
Poor parenting
An alternative activity may be 
necessary for children who do 
not have access to a photo of 
themselves as a baby (adopted, 
in care, refugee, asylum seeker 
etc.)

1 Piece 4
Boys’ and 
Girls’ Bodies

identify the parts of the body 
that make boys different to girls 
and use the correct names for 
these: penis, testicles, vagina
respect my body and 
understand which parts are 
private

Open my mind - Whole class activity using PowerPoint slides of animals, can we identify males and 
females? 
Show me or Tell me - Same gender pairs can we identify gender from appearance alone (list three 
ways)?  Introduction to male female ‘private’ body parts: penis, vagina, testicles (as covered by a swim 
suit). 
Let me learn - Class sorting activity using two hoops (intersecting) and the body part cards (emphasis 
on using correct names)
Help me reflect - Individual draw and write activity - me in a swim suit with labelled body parts 
including genitalia and the correct terms.

Female genitalia mutilation
Physical abuse
Sexual abuse

2 Piece 1
Life Cycles in 
Nature

recognise cycles of life in nature
understand there are some 
changes that are outside my 
control and to recognise how I 
feel about this

Connect us - ‘Find your pair’ card activity to get in pairs and consider what has changed between the 
two card images (young animal to adult animal) 
Open my mind - Sing ‘Changing as I grow’ and go through the song lyrics identifying changes in the 
song (and add own ideas). Reinforce change is sometimes out of our control and it’s OK.
Tell me or Show me - whole class activity using BBC Learning Clip 2250: An introduction to life cycles. 
Discussion about life cycles.
Let me learn - Draw and write individual activity to show what they know about a life cycle.

Poor parenting
Neglect
Emotional abuse

Jigsaw SRE Content    The grid below shows specific SRE learning intentions for each year group in the ‘Changing Me’ Puzzle 6.



2 Piece 2
Growing from 
Young to Old

tell you about the natural 
process of growing from young 
to old and understand that this 
is not in my control
identify people I respect who 
are older than me

Open my mind - Sing the Jigsaw Song: Changing as I grow. Partner activity, using PowerPoint to 
discuss visible changes from a baby to an elderly person.
Tell me or Show me - Whole class, using the book ‘My Grandpa is Amazing’ by Nick Butterworth to 
talk about growing older. Share photos of grandparents (if any have brought them in) - could invite 
grandparents in too to talk about how they were when they were younger etc. 
Let me learn -  Using the Leaf template, individual draw and write activity about someone older who is 
special, share these with whole class. Create a positive impression of growing older.
Help me reflect - Individual activity, complete the sentence stem: ‘One thing that changes, in a good 
way, when we get old is…’

Physical abuse
An alternative activity may be 
necessary for children who do 
not have access to photos of 
their grandparents.

2 Piece 3
The Changing 
Me

recognise how my body has 
changed since I was a baby and 
where I am on the continuum 
from young to old
feel proud about becoming 
more
independent

Connect us - Circle time activity (talking partners first) complete one of these sentence stems, taking 
each one in turn: ‘When I was a baby I could…’; ‘Now I am 6/7 years old I can…’; ‘When I am grown up I 
will be able to…’
Open my mind - Whole class activity using the story of Titch and discuss the theme of growing.
Tell me or Show me - Whole class sorting activity using timeline labels ‘Baby’, ‘Toddler’, ‘Child’, 
‘Teenager’, ‘Adult’ and a collection of different items. Discuss how growing and changing brings more 
abilities, more freedom and independence, more responsibilities, more knowledge.

Poor parenting
Neglect
Physical abuse
Emotional abuse
Sexual abuse

2 Piece 4
Boys’ and 
Girls’ Bodies

recognise the physical 
differences between boys and 
girls, use the correct names 
for parts of the body (penis, 
testicles, vagina) and appreciate 
that some parts of my body are 
private
tell you what I like/don’t like 
about being a boy/girl

Open my mind - Groups of 4 discuss differences between the things girls do and the things boys do - 
share some ideas with whole class.
Show me or Tell me - Whole class sorting activity, body parts specific /not specific to gender
Let me learn / Help me reflect - Individual draw and write activity, ‘This is me, what it means to be a 
girl or a boy to me’.

Gender -based violence
Physical abuse
Female genitalia mutilation

2 Piece 5
Assertiveness

understand there are different 
types of touch and tell you 
which ones I like and don’t like
be confident to say what I like 
and don’t like and ask for help

Connect us - circle time activity, pass the touch. Discuss when we use touch, positive and negative.
Tell me or Show me - Class activity, share the poem ‘What About You?’
Alternatively, read the book ‘Hug’ by Jez Alborough. Ask the children to think about the sort of touches 
they like.
Let me learn - Individual draw and write activity; ‘two types of touch I like’.
Help me reflect - Individual draw and write activity, ‘One way I like touch is when…’  

Physical abuse
Sexual abuse
Emotional abuse
Personal Safety
Neglect
Ensure children know some 
touches we may like and 
some we might not. Some 
are acceptable and some are 
unacceptable. Reinforce that it 
is OK to speak up and say you 
don’t like being touched in a 
certain way.




